The 12\textsuperscript{th} of September 2018 was the eagerly awaited day for MBA Tech students of batch 2018-19 at SVKM's NMIMS MPSTME Shirpur campus as it was the “\textit{Fresher's Party}” day. In every college, fresher students await for this moment to share his/her hidden talent with other students of the batch and spend an evening filled with music, laughter and enthusiasm.

The Fresher's Party celebration for MBA Tech students started sharply at 1730 hours at MPTP Theatre with each participant following a unique dress code which was “dress your best”. Anchors Akash and Yukti started the program with warm welcome to all the dignitaries and the jury present in the function. This was followed by Saraswati pooja and lamp lightening by the Dignitaries. After this, a welcome speech was given by Nehanshi to welcome all the fresher students in the NMIMS Family, and introduce the jury and other guest of honors.

The solo singing performances filled with music and excitement started the events by some of the best singers of second year students. This was followed by a unique ramp walk in pairs where 17 participants including 9 girls and 8 boys followed their own style of introducing themselves. Each participant efficiently utilized a fixed time of 1 minute allotted for introduction. It was really breathtaking to watch fresher's performing enthusiastically.

After ramp walk, Yash and Naman from Fun Team entertained audience in their own Funny ways. Every audience present in the theatre witnessed the marvelous performances of Fun Team and it will be associated as a moment of joy with the students present.

Followed by this all the 17 participants came up on the stage one by one and performed their talent which they possessed as a part of competition. All the participants performed very well in this second round. Till the time the jury decided the results the dance teams performed in front of the audience and the crowd enjoyed a lot. There were two dance performances.

After this, the results were declared and out of these 17 contestants 8 of them- 4 boys and 4 girls were finally selected for the final question round. The jury asked some mind twisting questions and some of them were able to tackle them very well. This question round took place two times. This was the final stage when all the 8 contestants were very eager to know the results.

Once the results were out, it was the stage of achievement for the contestants. The winners of Mr. and Mrs. Fresher were Som Dutta and Devika Nair respectively. The other awards given were

\begin{itemize}
  \item Mr. Swagger. Ritvik Sardana
  \item Mrs. Swagger. Disha Choudhari
  \item Best outfit. Neetima Gautam
  \item Best entertainer. Roshan Jaju
\end{itemize}
Mr. Personality. Debjyoti Nag
Mrs. Personality. Kashish Tiwhan
All awards were given by the jury to the respective students, with the trophies to all, including sachets and gifts for Mr. and Mrs. Fresher along with the trophies.

The vote of thanks was given by Anushka.

The whole event was covered by the RAW team with their excellent photography skills.